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TWIN EVENTS

 21, 22 & 23 January 2022
and

 03, 04 & 05 June 2022

Dates :

Celebrating India with World Events
The Indian National Convocation

International Conference on Integrated Medicine

International Consciousness Conference on Research

International workshop on Guru-shishya Parampara

International Exhibition on Human Health  

YOGA SAMSKRUTAM UNIVERSITY, FLORIDA, USA
Decennial Celebrations Office

76, Magadi Road, Bangalore 560023 INDIA 

Ph : 09663672186 E-mail : dashas.fu@ayuhgroup.com

Welcome to “Dashas 2021”, the yashasful 10-

year Decennial Celebration of the Yoga 

Samskrutam University formed under the 

stipulations set by the Commission of 

Independent Education under Florida Statute 

1005.06 (1) (f).

Founded by an Indian to propagate the great 

Indian knowledge to  the US when at that time, 

India was one of the biggest importers of US 

education,  Y-SAM promotes Indian health 

systems, culture, art, languages and other 

knowledge systems to the US and the world.

“Dashas 2021” includes Convocations, 

Exhibitions and Conferences conducted in two 

legs.  First leg is for the convocation while the 

second is the worldwide launch of genuine 

integrated medicine and consciousness 

research. “Dashas 2021” also promotes Guru 

Shishya Parampara with all its glory and modern 

tech-tools to aid the Parampara.

The Ayuhshodha Institute of Realignment 

Research is partnering this event both as an 

affiliate of the University and as a pioneer in 

bringing traditional knowledge closer to modern 

medicine through scientific explanation of the 

Patanjali Yoga Sutra and other knowledge 

systems of India.

YSAM IS AN ONLY UNIVERSITY 

OF ITS KIND

IT IS AN INDIAN UNIVERSITY 

DEDICATED TO THE WORLD

GURU-SHISHYA PARAMPARA 

WITH MODERN TOLLS

AYUHSHODHA - A BENCHMARK FOR

RESEARCH IN INTEGRATED MEDICINE



Affiliates

Launch Prospectus
A unique blend of Yoga, Culture, Art, 

Traditionsand Health, Dashas 2022 

promises to provide new insight into  

inherited treasurehouse of ancient 

knowledge which is at present a multi- 

trillion dollar industry.  

The Indian Forum
Formed to be eyes, ears and arms of the University, 

the National Forum is an organization formed 

among worthy individuals in the University and 

affiliates.

Decennial Celebrations of the University are two-

fold.  

The convocat ion is a cont inuat ion of the 

University’s tradition and knowledge promotion 

activity.

The Conference part of the celebration is a 

worldwide launch of India’s original strength in 

integrated medicine and consciousness research. 

Affiliates of YSAM are already a yeoman lot. Each of 

them excel in promotion of a yoga form and YSAM 

has held their hand to reach out to the world.  

First of the International initiatives other than the 

US and India, is thailand.  With five International 

events scheduled in the next eight months, the 

Indian Forum takes pride to have set up a 

benchmark in international expansion of the 

University  

The Exhibition will enlighten world populace on 

best health practices and available health tools and 

services 

Yoga Samskrutham University, Florida, US - YSAM

Founded with an aim to be part of every human 

being’s  quest for Sadhana, by Vak-yogi, Dr BVK 

Sastry, YSAM has a unique framework to reach out 

to the world.  The framework involves a National 

forum in each country.   

We bring out Yogis and Yoginis  from among 

normal human beings while enhancing and 

recognizing their Yoga strengths and traditions.   

India has a glorious past and is united in diversity.  

Indian art forms and knowledge base is a great 

treasure of the country.  Sustaining this is a 

challenge and mission.  YSAM has already 

reaped fruits of its 10-year hard work to achieve 

its mission. 

Socially, deliverance of yoga benefits to the 

comity of nations is to promote “yama” and 

“niyama” (Patanjali yoga Sutra -2-29) of yoga 

practice. We also take inspiration from Srimad 

Bhagavadgita 6-46, “Tasmat Yogi Bhava”

The Yoga Samskrutham University - YSAM

Convocation events :

Inauguration - Jan 21, 2022

Valedictory Jan 23, 2022

Conference & Exhibition events

Inauguration June 3, 2022

Valedictory June 5, 2022

Affiliates of Indian Forum



YSAM is celebrating its decennial year of incorporation at Bharath, the spiritual home 

land of Yoga and Samskrutham. “Yogas of Nation– Yogis of Nation” is the guiding 

theme. University plans to invite, recognize and honor professionals and practitioners 

of yogasamskrutham traditions, individuals and institutions

The Indian National Convocation

There is newfound interest world over on Consciousness research.  It is now research 

fancy of modern scientists.  Brain scientists hope to reach new knowledge frontiers 

through this.  Many Sadhus and Sadgurus have been implanted electrodes in this 

endeavour.  This confeerence will provide a new direction to consciousness research.

International Conference on Consciousness Research

India should celebrate Guru Shishya Parampara.  There is no substitute to One-to-One 

teaching and mentorship.  Earlier day Gurus had specific knowledge to impart.  Micro 

level research today has given birth to unimaginable specializations. It is argued that 

upholding such Parampara is unviable.  This workshop will teach Gurus many modern 

tools through which they can enhance their productivity and the shishyas will now have 

choice of Guru for each specialization.

International Workshop on Guru Shishya Parampara

This will be the biggest integrated medicine conference in terms of variety.  We expect 

60% of Indian alternative medicine healers to participate.  These healers have cult 

following all over the world.  International alternative medicine specialists will provide 

full attendance.  This provides excellent opportunity for vendors, service providers, 

Gurus, scientists, doctors, advertisers and sponsors to display their wares.  Target 

visitor is every human being who has one health concern or another.  Virtual sessions will 

reach the entire world.   

All Sadhakas, Vendors and Service Providers are invited

This exhibition will add a new dimension to healthcare. New concepts unfold.  New 

services take shape. For the next 8 months it is an opportunity for vendors to consider 

changes in healthcare and launch new products and services and this exhibition will be a 

launchpad of many devices and services.  People will get to know live the positive change 

that is shaping their lives.

International  Health Devices & Services’ Exhibition 

The world is suffering.  Its populace is weakening.  At 32 body starts shrinking.  At 

36, digestion suffers.  At 38, vision disorder occurs.  At 42, hearing loss and 45 

years is painful through sagging induced toothache.  39 and above, we are vulnerable 

for heart attack and stroke.  Is our health in safe hands?  This conference will unveil. 

International Conference on Integrated Medicine
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Ayuhshodha is in health research for the last 20 years.  During these years, it has overcome 

multiple challenges and has proceeded steadfast with 24/7 research - whole body research on a 

single human body.  With excellent results which can bring in an unimaginable improvement in 

medicinal research, it is now ready to launch.  

Many a human life has been lost and billions of them have suffered unnecessarily since modern 

science insists on averaged out evidence.  This was not so in India earlier.  

Sushruta, Charaka, Patanjali, Kanada did not have to prove..

Entire world has accepted these researchers and healers.  They gave to the world 

Sutras and Samhitas.  Further research was only to explain them.  No one doubted 

their contribution to human health 

Why then is alternate medicine practice frowned at? 

Both modern medical practitioners and alternative medicine providers have to accept 

blame.  Everyone of these  made no effort to reach a meeting 

point, from where combined research could take off.  Such 

combined research on ancient concepts  validated through modern 

medicinal research was necessary.     

Is Modern medicine correct & progressive?

Modern medicine went too much to micro level.  While ancient 

medical knowledge was whole body and macro, modern medicine 

became micro and since both were travelling in opposite directions, 

there was no meeting point.  

Conference on Integrated medicine

Ayuhshodha has conducted research for the last 20 years to answer questions on 

ancient medicine raised by modern medicine.  Ayuhshodha is now ready to take 

integrated medicine forward and place itself as a definite medical answers’ layer 

between traditional and modern medicine.

The Exhibition

The Exhibition is a showcase of how modern tools and equipments can be harmonized to impart 

traditional knowledge.  This is a first of its kind world event and many products and services can 

be made visible.

Research in Consciousness

There are unanswered questions in consciousness research too.  The world is engrossed in this 

research in a big way.  It is an opportunity for both the enlightened in ancient medicine and 

knowledge seekers in modern science to interact together and arrive at answers.     

Way forward in healthcare

Ayuhshodha considers the future to be very promising and pain will reduce among humans.  
Longevity will increase and quality of life will improve.  The populace will become more 
productive.  The forthcoming event will herald a new era in healthcare and education.
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SPONSOR
The Sponsor is no less better placed.  This is an event for every product or service and for 

every budget.  When we enter a Sponsor’s premises with a sponsorship proposal, we will 

come back with a sponsorship deal.  This is a sponsor’s dream come true.  This is a global 

launch pad or even a rural entry to a product or service.  For close to next one year, he 

is on every media channel.  It is a mega health festival that will be on every body’s lips, 

mind, heart and all body parts.  Visitors feast  on what we have on offer for them.  It’s 

a simultaneous visibility opportunity on all TV, Social Media Channels and every print and 

outdoor media publicity platforms.

Dashas 2022 is the first ever Integrated 

Medical Conference with a unique theme.  

The conference format is unique in both 

theme and content with a varied cross 

section of participants.  Focus on Guru 

Shishya Parampara is an additional 

advantage.  This is held on the lines of an 

homogenous Get together of sadhakas in 

the integrated medicinal universe..    

Most of India’s integrated medicine 

experts are seen in this Conference

This Convocation is a celebration of 10 years 

with usual academic awards.  We wish to 

acknowledge the able support provided by 

our affiliates over the years.  Many individual 

sadhakas have played a big role and it is time 

for our give-back.  We are however not 

restricting this event to honoring only those 

involved with us in our ten successful years.  

We have included multiple sadhaka awards in 

the decennial year.  We hope to strike a 

working arrangement and take to the world as 

one-force.  

This year’s convocation 

honours a galaxy of achievers

It is our mission that our advertisers receive maximum 

visibility in our events.  

We are bringing out a colorful souvenir and multiple ad 

options are available.  The souvenir is a collection book 

with achievement details of Sadhakas of India selected 

rom first hand accounts.

We will explore every ad opportunity at the venue.  This 

will contain props, banners, display units, special 

mentions, leaflets etc.  

The event will receive wide publicity in major TV 

channels.  We will promote the event in social media 

every day.  

The target audience is every human being who has a 

health issue.  We will conduct both online and offline 

events.  Deliberations will be saved electronically and 

made available for a long time to tome.

There will be a cultural event every day.  This will throw 

up many more advertisement options.    

Advertiser options

No sponsor would have encountered as many options as 

provided in this event.  First and foremost, he will reach 

out to a very wide cross section of world populace.  

Next, this event covers both research areas which have 

occupied prime rsearch space in the world Viz., 

Integrated medicine & Consciousness Research.  

Third, existing players are not excluded.  We are making 

an inclusive effort by bringing them on a single 

platform.  Just recently, one such organization 

conducted an online registration event participated by 

6000 from all over the world.  

Last but not the least, our sponsor logo will be there in 

every design space - wherever our logos are there 

including letterheads, brochures etc, sponsor logo will 

be placed.  

Stalls can be placed in every venue and physical sales 

can happen.  This will mean that not only visibility but 

sales avenue is also provided. 

Sponsor options
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delegate in Dashas 2022, he will be encouraged with mentors who can promote for him 

multiple opportunities.  He can choose to enlist in the Career Indemnity Initiative also. 

He can become an entrepreneur too.  

We consider it a previlege and opportunity for us to promote Integrated medicine and 

Consciousness Research when academic achievers agree to visit the conference and 

present their research.  

The Guru-Shishya delegates  have another unique opportunity.  The Guru will be 

certified as Guru and the Shishya can have a choice of Gurus.   

The Great Indian Yoga Festival - Events for the Decennial year! 

Finale of the Grand event - This is made of Conferences & Exhibitions

The way Decennial Celebrations have been planned 

could bringup a question whether we are combining 

contrasting activities.

YSAM is itself widening its activity base.  Last ten 

years have seen YSAM reach out to yoga in its real 

sense, as described in ancient scripts.  Yoga in this 

context is an inclulsive term and not restricted to 

Yogasanas.  

The biggest expansion of YSAM activities will be 

seen in Integrated Medicine and Consciousness 

Research.  Here, with a research base of over 20 

years which has seen an entirely new approach to 

medical science, YSAM is ready to take it to 

worldwide launch.  

!     An International Conference

!     An International Exhibition

!     Launch original research 

!     Guru-Shishya Special Pavilion

!     Cultural Development and events

Exhibition & Conference Highlights
!     Awards, Honours, Degrees & Doctorates

!     Cultural Development and events

!     Research Thesis presentation

!     Cultural events

!     Sponsor stalls

Convocation Highlights

!     Recipients of Yoga degrees

!     Recipients of Doctoral degrees

!     Recipients of Honorary Doctorates

!     Recipients of Achievement Awards

!     Speakers on behalf of Affiliates

!     Cultural Heads of India

!     Sponsors and Advertisers

Convocation Participants

!    Launch of :

!AyuhShodha as Integrated Medicine

!Worldwide MBA Courses

! 

!     Assembly of Guruvaryas in

!Alternative medicine

!  Consciousness Research

!other Educational activities

!     Aspiring knowledge seekers

!          Guru seeking Shishyas

! 

!    Modern tools and services

!     Workshop and lecture delegates

Conference Participants

This is an event of events.  We have had a 

conscious eye on twin objectives of promotion of 

art and culture, while encouraging advertising 

and sponsorship.  

Yoga includes knowledge and art forms of various 

hues: 

Jyotir-Yoga, Ayur-Yoga, Vaidya-Yoga, Vak-

Yoga, Patanjali, Vedic Yogas, Bharata-Yoga, 

Kala-Yoga,Shastra-Yoga, Sahitya-Yoga, 

Swadhyaya-Yoga, Dharma-Yoga, Vrutti-

Viniyoga, Darshana-Yoga,Raja-Yoga, Nyaya-

Yoga, Karma-Krushi-Yoga, Seva-Yoga, Vidya-

Yoga, Artha-Yoga, Vijnana Yoga, Tapo-Yoga, 

Mahapurusha-Yoga, Eshwara-Pranidhana-Yoga 

and Deva-Yoga among many others. 

!    Inauguration & Valedictory

!    Who-is-who of the country are present

!    Who-is-who will perform 

!    Who-is-who will present lectures

!    Learners Listen

!    Learners interact

!    Learners witness

!    And - Yoga in all its hues, excels

Cultural Highlights
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